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Laser Repair of Superalloy Single Crystals with Varying
Substrate Orientations

S. MOKADEM, C. BEZENCxON, A. HAUERT, A. JACOT, and W. KURZ

The casting and repair of single-crystal gas turbine blades require specific solidification conditions
that prevent the formation of new grains, equiaxed or columnar, ahead of the epitaxial columnar
dendrites. These conditions are best determined by microstructure modeling. Present day analytical
models of the columnar-to-equiaxed transition (CET) relate the microstructure to local solidification
conditions (temperature gradient and interface velocity) without taking into account the effects of (1)
a preferred growth direction of the columnar dendrites and (2) a growth competition between colum-
nar grains of different orientations. In this article, the influence of these effects on the grain structure
of nickel-base superalloy single crystals, which have been resolidified after laser treatment or direc-
tionally cast, is determined by experiment and by analytical and numerical modeling. It is shown that
two effects arise for the case of a nonzero angle between the local heat flux direction and the
preferred dendrite growth axis: (1) the regime of equiaxed growth is extended and (2) a loss of the
crystal orientation of the substrate often occurs by growth competition of columnar grains leading to
an ‘‘oriented-to-misoriented transition’’ (OMT). The results are essential for the definition of the
single-crystal processing window and are important for the service life extension of expensive
components in land-based or aircraft gas turbines.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE to their outstanding high-temperature properties,
nickel-base superalloys are widely used for hot section
components in gas turbines. To obtain longer service life
of aircraft engines or land-based energy generation sys-
tems, single crystals are used for the most solicited high-
pressure/high-temperature turbine blades. The high cost of
these components makes the repair of damaged blades
highly desirable, using special welding, brazing, or deposi-
tion processes. In all of these processes, it is essential that
the single-crystal microstructure is retained and that hot
cracks are avoided. Although the concepts presented here
are useful for both single-crystal casting and repair, this
article will concentrate mainly on repair aspects. Results
presented will provide a sound basis for upscaling to an
industrial process.

During the last decade, it has been shown that single-
crystal repair is feasible by epitaxial laser metal forming. In
this process, alloy powder of the same[1–4] or of different
composition to that of the substrate[5,6] is injected into the
molten pool formed by a moving high intensity laser beam
(Figure 1). By depositing successive layers on top of each
other, single-crystal parts such as walls or of more complex
geometries have been built onto a single-crystal substrate

with a sound and well-bonded interface. This technique is
undergoing development and, in the near future, will be
used for repair engineering or rapid prototyping.
The processing conditions of the single-crystal repair

process must be kept inside a relatively narrow window,
which is a characteristic of the alloy. This ensures the epi-
taxial columnar solidification of the deposited material in
the form of a single crystal. The determination of the pro-
cessing window cannot be achieved efficiently without
modeling both the temperature field of the process and
the solidification behavior of the alloy. The solidification
microstructure (single crystal or polycrystal) can thus be
related to the laser processing conditions (such as laser
power, scanning speed, beam diameter, etc.).
By a knowledge of alloy properties and using relevant

solidification models, a microstructure selection map can be
constructed, which shows the structures that will develop as
a function of the temperature gradient, G, and the growth
rate, V, which are both imposed by the process.[7] Gäumann
et al., following Hunt, derived a criterion for the columnar-
to-equiaxed transition (CET) of alloys under conditions of
laser treatment, i.e., high-temperature gradients and inter-
face velocities.[8,9] Using this model, it was demonstrated
that a fully columnar structure is obtained when the ratio
Gn/V is above a critical value (the exponent, n, depending
on the alloy).[3] Similar research on superalloy single-
crystal welding has been undertaken by Vitek et al.,
where the mechanism of stray grain formation during weld-
ing of nickel-base single-crystal superalloys was examined
and analyzed as a function of composition and welding
conditions.[10–13]

The theoretical background used in these early
approaches was limited to two simplifying conditions: (1)
the heat flow was collinear with the preferred dendrite
growth orientation ([001] for cubic metals) and (2) the
growth of the equiaxed grains was isotropic, forming
spheres ahead of the columnar front. For industrial appli-
cations, blades with complex three-dimensional (3-D)
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shapes and defects at various locations must be processed.
This implies the treatment of single-crystal substrates with
various crystal orientations. As the quality of the repair
(i.e., the absence of grain boundaries and cracks) falls with
increasing angle between the heat flow direction in the melt
pool and the preferred dendrite growth axis, any useful
processing map must take this orientation effect into
account. Furthermore, the treatment of grain competition
in directional heat flow requires the modeling of nonspher-
ical grains.

The objective of the present article is to present, for the
first time, microstructure selection maps that show the
influence of substrate orientation on the limit of single-
crystal solidification. To simplify the analysis of the
complex epitaxial laser metal forming process, laser reso-
lidification (Figure 2) and Bridgman-type directional solid-
ification are considered.

In epitaxial laser metal forming and laser remelting, the
specific energy input is relatively low, resulting in small
melt pool dimensions and a narrow heat-affected zone.
The liquid pool solidifies with high values of temperature
gradient (G ; 105 to 106 K/m), interface velocity (10�3 to
10�1 m/s), and cooling rate (102 to 105 K/s). Among the

main processing parameters that control the overall process
quality are laser power, P; scanning velocity, Vb; laser beam
diameter, Db; substrate temperature, T0; and the mass feed-
ing rate, _m. The laser remelting process (Figure 2) permits
the use of analytical models to determine local solidifica-
tion conditions. Laser remelting may be considered as epi-
taxial laser metal forming with a zero powder feed rate.[14]

It has been used for modeling solidification phenomena
encountered during epitaxial laser metal forming and to
link the processing parameters with the relevant parameters
for microstructure control.[3]

In this work, following a brief presentation of the pro-
cess, typical microstructures obtained in the laser resolidi-
fication process and in directional casting of the second
generation single-crystal superalloy CMSX-4 will be pre-
sented. The microstructures have been observed by the
electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) technique. The
phenomena of nucleation and grain growth affecting the
development of the grain structure will be discussed, and
new results, which are fundamental for full process control,
will be given. In particular, the major defect encountered
during single-crystal processing is described under the con-
ditions of off-heat flow axis dendritic growth. This is the
loss of the crystal orientation of the substrate (loss of epi-
taxy) through a CET or columnar-to-columnar transition,
which is often accompanied by the formation of hot cracks.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental Procedure

The microstructure development in laser remelting has
been examined on cylindrical single-crystal samples of a
commercial single-crystal superalloy, CMSX-4. The speci-
mens were machined from directional castings with the
[100] crystal orientation within less than 10 deg from the
cylinder axis. The samples were fully heat treated (solution
treated and aged). In this work, various substrate orienta-
tions ranging from ,100.(001) to ,100.(011)* have
been investigated.

*The first index refers to the laser beam scanning direction, always
parallel to the specimen axis, and the second refers to the index of the
substrate surface on which remelting has been undertaken.

A 1.7 kW continuous CO2 laser at scanning speeds 1 ,
Vb , 100 mm/s was used for the laser treatment. Experi-
ments were performed on substrates at room temperature.
The mean surface temperature of the laser melt pool (inside

Fig. 1—Schematic representation of the LMF process with lateral supply
of powder. View on the surface and on the vertical cut through the center of
the trace. The superposition of traces allows the production of various
shapes.

Fig. 2—Schematic representation of the melt pool during laser remelting. View of the surface and of the vertical cut through the center of the trace. In the
experiments, the laser beam velocity vb (along the x-axis) was parallel to [100] while the surface normal (z-axis) was oriented between [001] and [011].
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a 2-mm circle) as a function of process time was recorded
for each test by means of a differential optical pyrometer.
Only results from steady-state conditions where used.
Treatments were carried out under a laminar flow of argon
for oxidation protection of the alloy.

Transverse sections of resolidified traces were observed
by optical microscopy, after etching in an HCl-HNO3-
MoO3 solution (Al-rich etching), and analyzed using the
EBSD technique. The spatial resolution of this technique
was better than 0.2 mm, while the angular precision of the
crystal orientation was less than 0.5 deg. The orientation
maps were obtained with steps of 1 to 2 mm.

The nucleation site density was determined by optical
microscopy of resolidified specimens at the location of
the CET and a randomly uniform nuclei distribution was
assumed.[3] It must be emphasized that this technique for
measuring the nuclei density depends on the particular pro-
cessing conditions used and may vary substantially within
one melt pool.

B. Experimental Results

The experiments demonstrated that the crystal orienta-
tion of the substrate had a decisive influence on the micro-
structure development. Depending on process conditions,
columnar grains with low- and high-angle grain boundaries
and equiaxed grains with high-angle grain boundaries
formed during solidification. The limit between the two
types of grain was set between 10 and 15 deg.[15] Low-angle
grain boundaries remain acceptable for single-crystal repair
in current industrial practice. The main microstructural
defects encountered during laser remelting of off ,001.
single crystals were randomly orientated grains at the bot-
tom of the melt pool, i.e., at the very beginning of solid-
ification. As solidification proceeded, these grains
competed with each other and with the epitaxial columnar
front, often stabilizing a columnar dendritic polycrystal,
which often contained grain boundary cracks (hot cracks).

Figure 3(a) shows that laser remelting of a ,100.
(001) oriented substrate leads to epitaxial growth with a
few very small equiaxed grains at the substrate interface,
mostly columnar grains with small orientation differences
(low-angle grain boundaries) and some high-angle grain
boundaries at the surface in the upper right corner. When
the substrate surface normal deviated from [001], the vol-
ume fraction of misoriented grains increased with the devi-
ation angle. In this case, the heat flow direction at the
bottom of the melt pool was no longer aligned with
,001.. The worst case is shown in Figure 3(b). Here,
the microstructure generated in the ,100. (011) oriented
sample under exactly the same processing conditions as in
Figure 3(a) shows a large fraction of columnar grains in
the center of the melt pool, which are well aligned with the
heat flux but misoriented with respect to the substrate.
Many high-angle grain boundaries formed under these
conditions, which explains the high susceptibility for hot
crack formation (Figure 3(b)).

Similar results were also observed under other condi-
tions. The EBSD images of two samples with different
orientations are shown in Figures 4(a) and (b). Figures
4(e) and (f) show micrographs, at higher magnification, of
the central regions of Figures 4(c) and (d). At the beginning

of solidification in the center of the melt pool, the solid-
ification morphology was found to be cellular, in the case of
the (001) substrate, and dendritic for the (011) substrate.
A significant influence of the crystal orientation of the sub-
strate on the microstructural development during laser
remelting may be clearly observed. When [001] was per-
pendicular to the surface, the result in the major part of
the laser remelting zone was practically a single crystal
(Figures 4(a), (c), and (e)), while for [011] growth, an
essentially polycrystalline repair zone was observed
through the entire thickness (Figures 4(b), (d), and (f)). It
may be concluded that the grains that had a ,100 . direc-
tion closest to the thermal gradient direction had a growth
advantage and developed to the detriment of the other
grains and the epitaxial solidification front in particular
(Figure 3, schematic drawings on the right side).

III. MODELING

Figure 2(b) shows the rear part of the melt pool in laser
remelting, i.e., the solidification front for a laser beam
velocity, Vb. The interface velocity at the bottom of the
pool was zero when the [001] direction was perpendicular
to the surface. As has been shown by Rappaz et al.,[16] the
dendrite tip velocity Vhkl, the direction of which is given by
the substrate orientation [hkl], is generally not equal to the
rate of advance of the liquidus isotherm.* The dendrite tip

*Note that the liquidus isotherm Tl is not equal to the columnar dendrite
tip temperature, as Tcol(z) 5 Tl – DTcol(z) (Fig. 2(b)). During FE modeling
of laser remelting, however, this effect is neglected.

velocity, Vhkl, is higher than the velocity normal to
the solidification front Viso by (cos c)�1, where c is the
angle between the preferred dendrite growth axis and the
local heat flux direction (Figure 2(b)).

Fig. 3—Transverse cut of two laser remelting traces (width 5 1.5 mm) of
CMSX-4, produced under the same conditions: Db 5 0.76 mm, Pa 5 1500
W, vb 5 100 mm/s, and T0 5 RT. Microstructure (EBSD image) for two
different substrate orientations: (a) ,100.(001) forming a single crystal
with some low-angle grain boundaries in the central area of the laser
resolidified track, and (b) ,100.(011) forming a columnar polycrystal
containing hot cracks at the high-angle grain boundaries. The shade of gray
represents the misorientation of grains with respect to the main crystallo-
graphic orientation of the substrate: dark gray corresponds to zero misori-
entation, whereas white shows maximum (54.7 deg for cubic systems).
Black areas are nonindexed regions corresponding to areas located outside
the sample or within cracks and pores. On the right, corresponding repre-
sentations of the growth competition between the epitaxial crystals and
misoriented columnar grains are shown.



A. Analytical Microstructure Modeling of CET for Various
Substrate Orientations

Any high-angle grain boundary above a critical size,
which forms in the resolidified material, is detrimental to
the properties of the component. Close control of the for-
mation of new grains is essential for the quality of the
single-crystal repair. This requires an understanding of
the underlying physics of the processes, which will be ana-
lyzed subsequently.

The solute field ahead of the columnar dendrites of an
alloy leads to a tip undercooling, DTcol, and to a constitu-
tionally undercooled zone.[17] The resulting microstructure
depends (1) on the local growth conditions (G, V) of the
columnar front; (2) on the magnitude of the nucleation
undercooling, DTn, with respect to dendrite tip undercool-
ing; and (3) on the density of nucleation sites or dendrite
fragments, N0, in this zone. If the critical undercooling
required for nucleation is smaller than the undercooling
of the melt, nuclei in the constitutionally undercooled
liquid ahead of the columnar front will develop. If their
density is high enough, arbitrarily oriented equiaxed grains
will form. This phenomenon is known as the CET.

Depending on solidification conditions, three growth
regimes are possible: (1) fully columnar growth, where

no nucleus is activated; (2) a mixed regime, where a certain
volume fraction of equiaxed grains, fe, coexist with the
columnar structure; and (3) a complete transition to equi-
axed grains (Figure 5).

According to Hunt, the radius of spherical equiaxed
grains is calculated by the integration of the dendrite
growth velocity from the nucleation time, t0, to the time
when the columnar front reaches the grain.[9] It is assumed
that for metals, where the Lewis number (a/D) is large, the
thermal undercooling of the dendrites is small with respect
to the solutal undercooling and columnar and equiaxed
dendrites closely follow the same relationship:

DT=DT0 5 a � Vð Þ1=n [1]

where a is a material constant, DT is the columnar or equi-
axed dendrite tip undercooling, DT0 is the equilibrium
liquidus solidus interval of the alloy, and n depends on the
growth model (n 5 2 for the simple hemispherical dendrite
tip). The resulting mean radius of the equiaxed grains is[9]

re ¼
ðt

t0

Ve � dt ¼ DTn11
col

ðn1 1ÞaDTn
0 � V isoG

� 1� DTn

DTcol

� �n11
 !

[2]

Fig. 4—Transverse sections (EBSD images and optical micrographs) of two remelting traces (CMSX-4, Db 5 0.76 mm, Pa 5 1700 W, and vb 5 10 mm/s),
for (a), (c), and (e) ,100.(001) and (b), (d), and (f) ,100.(011) oriented substrates.
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In the present work, the values of a and n are obtained
from the Ivantsov–Marginal Stability (I-MS) dendrite
model[18] extended to multicomponent alloys[19,20] and coupled
with a thermodynamic database for Ni-base superalloys[21]

using ThermoCalc.[22] The physical properties are given in
Reference 3. Nucleation has been simplified by assuming
that all heterogeneous nucleation sites are activated when
the liquid undercooling is greater than a critical nucleation
undercooling, DTn.

Dendrites of cubic crystals grow along any of the
,100. variants, but they preferentially follow the cube
direction closest to the heat flux, which means that they
grow along the direction with the highest tip temperature
or the lowest velocity. This leads to structural transitions
between primary dendrite trunks and secondary arms.
(Because in a cubic crystal trunks and arms grow orthogo-
nally to each other, this transition is not a CET and the
material is still a single crystal.). Taking into account
growth along the three cube directions leads to the follow-
ing expression for columnar dendritic undercooling[16]:

DTcol ¼ DT0
a � V iso

cosc

� �1=n

¼ DT0
a � Vb � cos u

cosc

� �1=n

[3]

where c is the angle between the dendrite growth axis
and the local heat flow direction and u is the angle
between the isotherm normal and the laser scanning direc-
tion (Figure 2).

The volume fraction of spherical grains, feq, can be
obtained using the Johnson–Mehl–Avrami equation:

feq ¼ 1� exp � 4pr3e
3

� N0

� �
[4]

The nucleation site density, N0, was determined experi-
mentally, as described in Section II–A.
The limit of columnar growth is given by a critical

volume fraction of grains fc. Under solidification conditions
encountered during laser treatment of superalloys usually
with high-temperature gradients (.105 K/m) and relatively
high solidification velocities (.1 mm/s), the constitutional
undercooling of columnar dendrites DTcol is considerably
larger than the nucleation undercooling DTn and the volume
fraction, feq, of equiaxed grains is controlled by nuclei
density N0 rather than DTn.

[3] By neglecting DTn, it is found
that

feq¼1�exp �4pN0

3
� a1=nDT0

n11

� �3

� Gn

V iso

coscð Þn11

� ��3=n
 !

[5]

On this basis, the criterion for columnar growth under
laser processing conditions (high G and V) can be
expressed as follows[23]:

Gn

V iso

coscð Þn11 # KCET [6]

Fig. 5—(a) Microstructure selection maps for CMSX4 (DTn 5 2.5 K, N0 5 2 3 1015) considering c 5 0 deg (left), and off-heat flow axis growth, c 5 45
deg (right). Typical solidification conditions for the laser remelting process are indicated by the gray inserts in the upper right corners. (b) Sketches of the
corresponding microstructure evolution where both the CET and the OMT transitions are considered. The OMToccurs in the mixed growth regime (b2) when
the volume fraction of spurious grains is sufficient to lead to complete overgrowth of the epitaxial solidification front as a result of grain growth competition
(b2 right panel).



with KCET ¼ a � �4pN0

3 ln ð1� fcÞ
� �1=3

DT0

n1 1

" #n

where the constant KCET is a function of alloy parame-
ters and of fc (the critical volume fraction of equiaxed
grains).

According to a geometric criterion re . (1/2)N0
�1/3 and

fc 5 0.52, whereas the limit for columnar growth is
reached when 4/3pre

3N0 , fc.
[23] Thus, the critical condi-

tion as defined by the left-hand side of Eq. [6] in the melt
pool at liquidus temperature depends on crystal orientation
and is different from that defined by Hunt.[9] Based on this
relationship and taking into account the growth direction of
the solidification front with respect to the heat flux direc-
tion, the corresponding microstructure map has been deter-
mined (Figure 5). Typical solidification conditions for the
laser remelting process are indicated in the insert in the
upper-right-hand corner.

B. Numerical Modeling of Growth Competition

For the simulation of the CET and of the grain selection
processes during columnar solidification, the so-called
CAFE model was used. Rappaz and Gandin[24,25] developed
this model using the cellular automaton technique coupled
with a finite element method (CAFE) to solve the energy
conservation equation. Because the model combines the
basic physics of nucleation and dendrite growth (I-MS
model[18]), it can be used to simulate the complex growth
competition between columnar and equiaxed grains (for
details of the model, see Appendix I).

In the present analysis, the growth competition between
the epitaxial columnar grains and the new grains that
appeared in the constitutionally undercooled zone ahead
of the columnar growth front was analyzed as a function
of both the solidification conditions (G and V) and the
crystal orientation of the substrate. Calculations were per-
formed for a cylindrical volume element of directional
growth with constant G and V, typical for Bridgman experi-
ments (Figure 6). Although these conditions are not the
same as in laser remelting, the results of the calculations
remain valid for qualitatively describing the mechanism
of grain development encountered during laser remelting.
In these calculations, the solidification process was initi-
ated on the left of a rod with a given single-crystal orien-
tation (Figure 6(a)) and ended on the right. The remaining
epitaxial fraction at any given length could be measured
(cross section in Figures 6(b) and (c), where the epitaxial
fraction is shown in black). By using this modeling strat-
egy, the influence of c on the loss of epitaxy could be
defined.

The parameters used for both analytical and numerical
calculations of laser processing (V 5 1 to 100 mm/s) of the
Ni-based superalloy CMSX-4 have been evaluated in Ref. 3:
the equilibrium liquidus-solidus interval, DT0 5 60 °C; the
dendrite parameters of Eq. [3], a 5 1.2 s/m and n 5 3.4;
and the value for Eq. [6], KCET = 2.7 � 1024 K3.4/m4.4s. In
spite of the relatively low G values and the constant solid-
ification conditions used in these calculations, the results
are qualitatively applicable to laser treatment.

C. Modeling Results

1. Analytical model
Figure 7(a) gives the limit of columnar growth in the

usual G-V map calculated for Bridgman solidification con-
ditions. As was observed previously, off-heat flux growth
due to crystal anisotropy (c . 0 deg) extends the equiaxed
regime to higher G and lower V values. In this case, i.e.,
when the heat flux is not collinear with the dendritic growth
direction, the dendritic velocity, Vhkl, is higher than the
solidification front velocity, Viso, and Eq. [6] should be
used.

Figure 7(b) illustrates the results of this model graphi-
cally, where the orientation of the crystal seed is plotted
against the thermal gradient. For a given growth rate (V 5
10 mm/s), the three dendrite growth domains defined by
the isovolume fraction of equiaxed grains (fe 5 0.52 and
0.01) are given. The equiaxed to mixed regime transition
evolves as a function of orientation according to Eq. [6],
whereas the mixed to columnar regime remains valid only
for c 5 0 deg.

2. Numerical modeling
The conditions used for the CAFE calculations were

chosen so as to lie within all the domains defined by the
analytical CET model (fully columnar, mixed, and equi-
axed regimes (Figure 7(a))). Moreover, they were chosen
so that the influence of both the thermal gradient and the
solidification velocity could be monitored for the various
crystal orientations (Figure 7(b)). Three sets of conditions
defined by G 5 1.5, 3, and 5 � 104 K/m were modeled. For
each of these sets, the seed orientation was varied between
0 and 45 deg. The value of DTn was assumed to be 9 K,
while the nucleation site density N0 was taken as 3.4 � 1010
m�3.[26]

The influence of solidification velocity on the micro-
structure development for a constant thermal gradient
(3 � 104 K/m) and a crystal seed orientation of c 5 0 deg
is shown in Figure 8(a) (the seed crystal orientation is
marked in black). The microstructure obtained by the
CET model is clearly illustrated here. As the dendrite
undercooling increases with V, the fraction of new (colored)
grains increases and the fully equiaxed regime is reached at
the highest velocity, completely superseding the columnar
front (compare with Figure 7(a)).

The influence of the thermal gradient is illustrated in
Figure 8(b), where the microstructure development is
shown for a constant velocity (V 5 10 mm/s) and a [001]
axis parallel to the heat flow (c 5 0 deg). Decreasing G
leads to an increased volume fraction of equiaxed grains.
For G 5 1.5 � 104 K/m, a complete CET was found to be in
accordance with the prediction made by the CET model for
these specific conditions (Figure 7(a)). The microstructure
consists mainly of randomly oriented grains of isotropic
morphology, though the influence of the thermal gradient
on this morphology can be observed in the aspect ratio of
the grains.

The effect of orientation on the resulting microstructure
is shown in Figure 8(c) for the conditions defined within the
mixed regime (G 5 5 � 104 K/m, V 5 10 mm/s). For a large
angle c, an oriented-to-misoriented transition (OMT)
may occur by growth competition; i.e., a mainly columnar
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structure develops (blue color), which is either a single
crystal or a polycrystal. This corresponds to (1) the loss
of the initial crystallographic substrate orientation and (2)
the formation of at least one transverse grain boundary at
the position of the OMT.

Figure 9 shows the calculated evolution of the epitaxial
fraction (Appendix II) as a function of the length of the
sample for various substrate orientations defined between
the two limiting cases: [100] parallel to the cylinder axis,
i.e., c 5 0 deg (top); and [110] parallel to the solidification

axis, i.e., c 5 45 deg (bottom) under the solidification
conditions of Figure 7(b). The reduction of fepit is mono-
tonous as the solidification proceeds. In the case of c , 15
deg, a final epitaxial fraction .0 is obtained. For c 5 0,
fepit ; 40 pct, corresponding to a steady-state mixed
regime, where the nucleation and growth of spurious grains
is well balanced by the growth competition mechanism,
i.e., by the continuous elimination of grains less favorably
oriented with respect to the heat flux.
For c $ 15 deg, the crystallographic orientation of the

substrate was lost completely at various distances. Taking
into account the results found for both 3 and 5 � 104 K/m,
the transition between these two solidification regimes is
schematically shown in Figure 7(b) as a dotted line (OMT).
The epitaxial fraction decreases exponentially; i.e., it
decreases at a rate proportional to its value (Figure 9).
The remaining epitaxial fraction at a given distance can
thus be calculated according to the relationship shown in
the figure. Both the decay factor m and the remaining epi-
taxial fraction B are determined by the angle c. In these
results, the decay factor is actually determined by two com-
ponents. The first is due to the thermal transient.* The second

*At the very beginning of the calculation, the undercooling ahead of the
solidification front remains lower than the value obtained by considering
the growth rate of the isotherm imposed. For the conditions used here, this
transient regime affects results only over a distance of 0.5 mm. Once
steady state is reached, the solidification front grows at the imposed rate
and lags behind the isotherm at a distance determined by the growth
undercooling.

contribution is due to the growth competition between
nucleated misoriented grains and the epitaxial front. This
growth competition influences the results. The larger the
deviation of the substrate [001] orientation with respect to
the heat flux direction, the greater the probability that new
misoriented grains will form.

IV. DISCUSSION

The suppression of grain growth ahead of the columnar
front is a required condition for successful single-crystal
growth. It is demonstrated here that for certain crystal ori-
entations of the substrate, a small fraction of new grains is
sufficient to change the subsequent microstructure com-
pletely by the formation of either an equiaxed microstuc-
ture or a misoriented columnar structure.

Fig. 6—(a) Directional solidification (const. G and V) of a cylindrical volume element simulated by the CAFE model. Solidification starts on the left hand
side with a given crystal orientation (black). (b) Transverse sections taken at various distances along the z-axis allow the evolution of the epitaxial fraction to
be monitored. In (c), the original crystal orientation of section (b) is marked in black.

Fig. 7—(a) Microstructure map computed for CMSX-4, DTn = 9 K, N0 5
3.4 3 1010 m�3, and fc 5 0.49. In (b), the limit of the equiaxed domain as
a function of the angle between the dendritic direction and the heat flux for
a constant solidification velocity is shown. The solidification conditions
used for the numerical modeling (simulated microstructure evolution using
the CAFE model presented in Figs. 8 and 9) are indicated as black points.
The limit where residual epitaxial fraction is lost as the solidification
proceeds (OMT) is schematically shown in (b) as a dotted line.



The well-known mechanism of the CET, i.e., the com-
petition between equiaxed grains in the constitutionally
undercooled region of the columnar zone with these colum-
nar grains, fails, in many instances, to explain the micro-
structures obtained during laser treatment of single-crystal
substrates. This failure is due to the following reasons. (1)
Off-heat flow axis columnar dendritic growth extends the
equiaxed regime to higher G and lower V values, thereby
reducing the processing window for epitaxial columnar
growth (Figure 5(a)). (2) In the analytical CET models,
the columnar front is assumed to be overgrown by spherical
grains. During laser treatment of single-crystal substrates
under high-temperature gradients, grains with columnar

morphologies develop within the melt pool, leading to a
more complex growth competition mechanism between
columnar grains with different orientations. The columnar
growth of spurious grains leads to an unavoidable discrep-
ancy between the measured ‘‘equiaxed grain fraction’’ or,
more correctly, in this specific case, the misoriented grain
fraction and that proposed by the model.

Because no analytical model of a transition under con-
ditions of off-heat flow axis growth is currently available,
cellular automaton calculations were used in the present
research to model the growth competition between grains.
A grain growing closer to the heat flow direction overgrows
other grains as a result of the higher tip temperature, which,
in a positive temperature gradient, results in a leading posi-
tion. Another important aspect of the growth competition
concerns the branching of secondary and tertiary arms. This
sets out the position of the interface between two neighbor-
ing grains growing away from each other. In modeling this
competition, particular care must be taken in the design of
parameters such as the size of the CA cells and the max-
imum value of the time-step used for the integration of the
growth kinetics[27] in order to reasonably reproduce the
branching mechanism of dendrite side arms.[28]

The results obtained using this model correctly repro-
duced the prediction of the analytical model proposed by
Hunt for c 5 0 (Figure 7). For off-heat flow-axis solid-
ification, however, it showed that the microstructure is the
consequence of a competition between oriented (epitaxial
with the substrate) and misoriented columnar grains leading
to a strong reduction of the epitaxial fraction (Figures 8
and 9). From the experimental results, the loss of epitaxy
encountered during laser remelting can be treated as a

Fig. 8—Longitudinal sections of directionally solidified specimens (CAFE model) showing microstructure selection as a function of (a) the solidification
velocity (G, c const.), (b) the temperature gradient (V, c const.), and (c) the seed orientation (c) (G, V const.). The orientation color of the seed crystal is black
and the deviations in the crystal orientation are marked in blue, green, yellow, and red.

Fig. 9—Calculated evolution of the epitaxial volume fraction of grains as
a function of the length of the sample for various angles. The exponential
decay fitted to the calculated values are shown (CMSX-4, DTn 5 9 K,
N0 5 3.4 3 1010 m�3, V 5 10 mm/s, and G 5 3 3 104 K/m).
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competition between the epitaxial grains and misoriented
spurious grains. Depending on the orientation c, the result-
ing microstructure will lie in between either a small fraction
of isolated small grains near the interface substrate/resolid-
ified material, which are overgrown by more favorably
oriented grains (Figure 3(a)), or a large proportion of incor-
rectly textured grains (Figure 3(b)). Even one single
equiaxed grain, which develops ahead of the solidification
front, will grow at a higher temperature than the epitaxial
interface if the growth axis is closer to the heat flow direc-
tion. This leads gradually to a complete change of grain
orientation and to the formation of detrimental transverse
high-angle grain boundaries. Under these conditions, the
loss of epitaxy is no longer a function of the volume frac-
tion of equiaxed grains, but is rather dependent on the
growth orientation and on the supply of one or more nuclei,
possibly through the fragmentation of dendrite branches.
The new microstructure is not equiaxed polycrystalline
but columnar polycrystalline.

The analytical model for the CET is thus useful only so
long as [001] growth parallel to the heat flow is studied.
However, due to the 3-D shape of the melt pool, even for
the case of [100](001) growth, the primary trunks of the
dendrites are aligned with the thermal gradient only within
certain regions (bottom and top). As the angle c increases
along the solidification interface, the aligned dendrites do
not grow in the direction of maximum heat flow but con-
tinue to grow along the established [001] direction (Figure
2(b)). At 45 deg, the situation changes and the dendrites no
longer grow perpendicular to, but parallel to, the substrate
surface (e.g., along [100]). For a substrate orientation
[100](011), the solidification interface predominantly
grows off-axis with respect to the heat flow direction. At
the bottom of the melt pool, the angle approaches 45 deg
and well-developed secondary dendrite arms occur as a
result of an equivalent driving force for the growth of pri-
mary stems and secondary arms in that region.

Another important aspect that arises during the laser
treatment of Ni-based superalloys is due to their suscepti-
bility to solidification cracking. A study of the effect of
grain boundary angle on the hot cracking tendency showed
that even in alloys of high cracking sensitivity, solidifica-
tion cracks may be avoided when only sub-boundaries are
present.[29] The reason for the increased sensitivity of high-
angle grain boundaries to solidification cracking seems to
be the low coalescence temperature. This leads to an
increase of the length of the vulnerable region of the mushy
zone and localizes the strain at the boundaries.[30] This
explains why completely crack-free laser metal forming
and welding of single-crystal turbine blades is possible if
the product is a single crystal or contains only subgrain
boundaries (Figures 3(a), 3(b), 4(c), and 4(d)). This obser-
vation shows the importance of avoiding the formation
of high-angle grain boundaries during the solidification
process.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In previous work on single-crystal repair, the processing
window was obtained by the use of the standard CET
theory. This model is restricted to [001] columnar dendritic
growth parallel to the heat flux and to the isotropic growth

of spherical equiaxed grains. In this work, it has been
shown by experiment and modeling that in off-heat flow
direction dendritic growth, two effects modify the results of
the simple CET model.

(1) In off-heat flow axis dendrite growth, the growth rate
and therefore the tip undercooling are increased. This
extends the regime of equiaxed growth in the G-V
space and limits the processing window.

(2) The larger the angle of [001] with respect to the heat
flow direction, the larger the probability that grains
formed ahead of the columnar zone with their growth
axis closer to the heat flow direction will be favored
(highest tip temperature criterion).

The new feature of the present research is that in a large
temperature gradient, the equiaxed grains are elongated and
can overgrow the epitaxial front, thus forming a polycrys-
talline columnar zone. The single crystal thereby becomes a
columnar dendritic polycrystal containing transverse grain
boundaries in the transition region. The growth competition
during solidification leads to an ‘‘oriented columnar to
misoriented columnar dendrite transition,’’ called OMT.
Transverse high-angle grain boundaries substantially dete-
riorate the high-temperature properties of the single-crystal
alloy and are hot cracking sensitive; they must therefore be
avoided.
The mechanisms described here together with other fea-

tures affecting microstructure development[31] must be
taken into account in order to obtain defect-free processing,
and thereby the high-quality repair of single-crystal turbine
blades.
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APPENDIX I

A 3-D CA algorithm is applied to a regular network of
cubic cells fitted to a domain with a given geometry.[24,25]

The state assigned to the cells is evaluated as nucleation
and growth proceed during solidification. As nucleation
proceeds, some cells solidify and their index is changed
to a randomly chosen positive integer representing the crys-
tallographic orientation of the grain. This orientation is



given by three Euler angles, and classes are defined in
respect of a random orientation for the newly formed
nucleus. The coupling of the CA and FE algorithms is
performed so that the temperature of the center of a CA
cell is obtained through linear interpolation of the temper-
atures calculated at the nodes of the FE grid for each
time-step. The time-steps used in the two calculations are
different. For the heat diffusion equation, the time-step is
large (macro-time-step), in comparison to the CA time-step
(micro-time-step) defined in order to limit the propagation
of the growth front, i.e., to avoid the capture of several cells
per step of time. Nucleation and growth of the grains are
then calculated using the CA algorithm. The variation of
enthalpy in the cells, due to the contributions of specific
heat and latent heat, is then converted into a variation of
enthalpy at FE nodes. The dendritic grain envelope is rep-
resented by an octahedron. The liquid composition does not
vary outside the grain envelope. Within the grain, the solid
fraction is obtained by the Scheil microsegregation model.
The overall solid fraction and its variation with time and
position can thus be calculated. In this approach, the nucle-
ation undercooling and nucleation site density must be
specified. For the dendrite growth kinetics, the multicom-
ponent I-MS model[18] was used. The evolution of the grain
envelope is calculated as a function of the local nucleation
and growth conditions. In order to correct the anisotropy
introduced by the cell lattice, an off-centered octahedron
growth algorithm is used;[32] moreover, in order to correctly
predict the growth competition of two neighboring colum-
nar grains, a parameter[27] is introduced in the selection of
the micro-time-steps used for the dendrite tip undercooling
determination.

APPENDIX II

To analyze further the impact of the growth competition
mechanism on the microstructure development, the reduc-
tion of the epitaxial fraction as a function of the distance
was assessed (Figure 9). The evolution of the remaining
epitaxial fraction was measured on transverse sections
along the cylinder axis. The epitaxial fraction was defined
as the proportion of the surface occupied by crystals of the
same crystallographic orientation as the seed (Figure 6(c)).
This procedure did not measure the fraction of grains
nucleated at a given time, as nucleated grains remained
present over a certain distance depending on the relative
crystallographic orientation with respect to the heat flux
direction. In order to compare the results obtained by this
modeling strategy to the equiaxed grain volume fraction
predicted by the Hunt model, the volume fraction of equi-
axed grains predicted by this model must be converted into
an area fraction. In the Hunt model, the grains are consid-
ered as spherical and nucleate at a given distance from the
solidification front. The extended surface fraction, i.e., the
surface fraction calculated without taking into account
grain impingement, is given by

fS
e ¼ pr2e � NS [A1]

where NS is the surface nucleation site density. For a given
volume fraction of equiaxed grains, the mean radius was

calculated by considering that nuclei are randomly dis-
persed and by rearranging Avrami’s equation:

re ¼
�3 � ln 1� fV

� �

4pNV

" #1=3
[A2]

By converting the nucleation site density per unit volume
into the surface nucleation site density,

NS ¼ NV

ffiffiffiffi
6

p

r !2=3

[A3]

the extended surface fraction could be calculated as fol-
lows:

fS
e ¼ p � �3 � ln 1� fV

� �

4p

" #2=3
� 6

p

� �1=3

[A4]
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